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Evaluation of Planetary Placements for February 9,
in relationship to Project VOYAGER

The psychological, sociological and probable
the Sun/Moon/Mercury/Venus/Jupiter conjunct
relationship to the project 'Voyager' are3

The Sun, lloon, Jupiter, Mercury and Venus will be in Aquarius,
the great humanitarian sign. In addition, Halleyrs Comet wi}l
transit this orbit. Although there is not much recorded
information on comets, it is generally believed that when
transiting the paths of two or more planetsr the vibrations
from the comet increase and tie together the vibrations of the
planets being transited. The overwhelming implications of the
placement of this many planets in Aquarius with relationship to
the beginning of a project intended to benefit humanity, is
extraordinary. The sign of Aquarius does not deal with
individuals but with humanity as a whole.

The Sun in Aquarius represents good povrers of observation,
intuitive understanding of other persons, adaptability,
readiness to help others, knowledge of human nature and
sympathetic attiludes toward uniqüe and new projects, great
Iove, desire and drive to help others.

The psychological and sociological implications of this
placement are for working toward an objective, abilities to
make decisions based on impersonal yet humane thinking,
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The Moon in Aquarius brings waves of nelr ideasr the ability
change, readiness to help other and an abundance of thought
effort manifesting in the realization of hopes and wishes.

The psychological and sociological implications of this
placement.are changeableness, adaptabiity and good memory.
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Mercury in Aquarius brings indicators of progressive thinking,
quick grasp of situations, individual and original judgment and
the ability to increase and enlargement of the imagination.

The psychological and sociological indicators are for the
ability to grasp and understand subjectsr good judgment and on
an overall basis represents groups of intellectual workers
united for a common cause.
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